
WELFARE FRIENDLY  - THE ROOMIEST NEST 
WITH THE EASIEST ENTRANCE

MGH’s new, 41 cm-wide nest was lowered to 
facilitate the hens’ entrance. In addition, the ramp’s 
height was adjusted to the nest floor level, ensuring 

a comfortable and easy entrance

MAXIMUM CUSTOMIZATION FOR THE 
BREEDER NEEDS

MGH offers the utmost flexibility in the nest 
positioning, with a customized egg collection 

solution: a central conveyor system or an 
individual egg collection table. Each one of our 

customers is fitted with a "tailor-made suit".
SIMPLICITY - EASY MAINTENANCE

MGH Nesting Systems are known for their simple 
and easy maintenance.  No special skills are 

needed to maintain a MGH system.

MAXIMUM BIO-SECURITY WITH EASY 
AND FAST CLEANING 

The floor, mat and ramp are easily 
disassembled, leaving a simple nest frame for 
quick and thorough washing and disinfection.

TURKEY NEST
 The groundbreaking nest

DIMENSIONS: 
Total Length - 168.5cm (66.3 inches)
Total Height - 83cm (32.7 inches)
Total Width - 104cm (41 inches)
Nest Width -  41cm (16.15inches)



TURKEY NEST
The groundbreaking nest

MGH Agricultural Technologies is the proud global leader of Automated 
Nesting for both the chicken as well as the turkey breeder Industries.

 Since 1977, MGH has pioneered the field with the introduction of the 
first automated nesting system for turkey breeders. Since then, more 

than half millions nests were installed in hundreds of farms across five 
continents.

Intensive effort, resources and R&D have allowed MGH to accumulate 
its specialized poultry know-how, expertise and experience. MGH is 

glad to share its unique competitive edge with our customers.

MGH Agricultural Technologies emphasizes excellent after-sale service 
with visits, professional seminars, participating in future infrastructure 

planning, and communicating with our clients on daily basis. That’s just 
the way we are and the way we work.

Givat Haim Ichud, D.N Hefer, 38935 Israel.
Tel: 972-4-6369870 Fax: 972-4-6369871 Mail: service@mgh.co.il
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Service is challenging and we love challenges!Service is challenging and we love challenges!


